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Sri Krishna Janmashtami 2019: April 23, 2019 are the thoughts, struggles and life experiences that a
child experiences in the first twelve years of life through the teachings of the Gita, ManuSmrit
Sanjeevani kavach mantra is there in all religions and includes a number of topics such as
Janmashtami images and themes, chovmein theory, history and evolution of the concept of
Janmashtami, etc. The history of the idea of a ninth day or Janmashtami is traced to the Puranas as
well as theveda. This was the reason that several countries celebrated the day as a public holiday in
India and Nepal. The other name for this day is the Day of Krishna Janmashtami. The teaching of
Janmashtami makes space for the spiritual practice of Kavacha. Sri Krishna and His Avathara are his
only Avataras and it was this incarnation that Sri Krishna appeared on Janmashtami. Janmashtami is
a gift to us all from Sri Krishna in the form of Ananthamurti image. It is the reminder that Shiva is
always present in the form of Krishna and that Shiva can be found in every human being.
Janmashtami is a day of feelings of rejoicing about the deep spiritual message that is only available
to the human being that is realizing his own essential nature is that of Krishna. The life events
during the first twelve years of life is the clue to recognizing the spirit of a person that can awaken
in us on that day. This most powerful holiday is celebrated on the ninth day of the waxing moon
phase of Krishna and Shiva and is called Janmashtami. The waxing moon phase of Chandra starts
from the full moon of the month of Shravana and ends on the third day of the waxing moon. This is
followed by the waxing moon phase of Kartika, the waning moon phase of Ashwini, the waxing moon
phase of Magha, the waning moon phase of Jyestha, the waxing moon phase of Ashadha, and the
waning moon phase of Pushya. With the full moon of Kartika comes the end of the waxing moon
phase of Krishna and the beginning of the waxing moon phase of Shiva. Hence, the day of
Janmashtami is a day of celebration in India and Nepal of the deep spiritual message that
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